Mantall Offers Redesigned Scissor Lift

Mantall will feature its HZ160D self-propelled articulated boom with auto-leveling technology at this year’s BICES exhibition in Beijing, China. The redesigned machine features a hollow chassis with a counterweight added to maintain stability, reducing the overall weight of the machine. It is well-suited to rough terrain with a maximum gradeability of 45%.

Mantall will also display the XDW180 self-propelled scissor lift. With an 18-meter working height, the machine features a wide aerial work platform, four-wheel drive, and a diagnostics system to pinpoint maintenance issues. A rough terrain model with a working height of 14 meters, the XD140 RT includes a tilt level sensor and proportional controls.

A record 1,500 exhibitors are expected to attend the BICES exhibition, which takes place from 15 to 18 October at the Jiu Hua International Exhibition Center in Beijing.